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ABSTRACT
Recently energy consumption becomes an ever critical
concern for both low-end and high-end storage server
and data centers. A majority of existing energy conser-
vation solutions resort to multi-speed disks. However,
current server systems are still built with conventional
disks.
In this paper, we propose an energy saving policy, eRAID,
for conventional disk based RAID-1 systems. eRAID
saves energy by spinning down partial or entire mirror
disk group with predictable performance degradation.
The heart work of eRAID is to develop an accurate dy-
namic performance control (including disk power man-
agement) scheme. To guarantee service quality, the dy-
namic performance control works for two performance
measures — response time and throughput. In addition,
a time-series analysis model (ARMA) is used to fore-
cast workload features while queueing network models
are adopted to do performance prediction. Experimen-
tal results show that eRAID can save up to 32% energy
without violating predefined performance degradation
constraints.
1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s high-performance data-intensive computing
systems, the energy consumed by the disk-based stor-
age subsystems may easily surpass the energy consumed
by the rest of the computing system [1, 2, 3]. Seek-
ing energy-saving solutions in these environment has at-
tracted more and more research interests. Due to the
short I/O request inter-arrival time, disk spin down/up
policy for energy saving of single disk is considered in-
feasible in array-based server environments [4, 5]. A
majority of existing energy conservation solutions re-
sort to multi-rotation-rate disks [3, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However,
current server systems are still built with conventional
disks. It is important to provide new solutions for con-
ventional disks.
The most fundamental method to save energy from a
conventional disk is to turn it to standby state when
there is no request arriving. Since server side workloads
are usually too intensive to supply long idle period for
disks to spin down to save energy, these long idle periods
have to be artificially created. Without intervening the
execution of applications, a possible way to create long
idle periods for disks is to unbalance disk workloads.
Currently, there are two approaches to unbalance work-
loads for conventional disks toward energy-saving: re-
locating data and redirecting request. Two representa-
tive work for the former approach are Massive Array of
Idle Disks (MAID) [10] and Popular Data Concentra-
tion (PDC) [2]. The common feature of both policies
is to intentionally unbalance disk loads by migrating
data across disks according to the changing of data ac-
cess patterns. However, Pinheiro et al. [2] showed that
MAID and PDC can conserve energy for conventional
disks only when the load on the server is extremely low,
though MAID and PDC perform much better for multi-
speed disks. That is, except for extremely light loads,
it is still difficult to create long idle periods for con-
ventional disks only by migrating data according to the
dynamic changing of data access pattern.
The basic idea of the second approach redirecting request
is to intensionally bypass a data target (e.g. a disk)
by redirecting requests to other data target(s). The
precondition is that the alternative data target(s) can
provide the same information to users. With internal
redundant information, RAID systems satisfy this pre-
condition well. We explored how to use this approach
in RAID systems in literature [7] with multi-speed disks
other than conventional disks. The performance impact
of redirecting requests is not deeply studied. To take
advantage of such inherent redundancy for energy con-
servation, a good solution on dynamic performance con-
trol and power management is a must. Researchers from
Illinois [8] are among the first to develop several control
algorithms to ensure performance-guarantee for a multi-
speed disk based storage system. But their performance
prediction scheme for disks is still at an early stage with-
out taking into account many critical factors, such as
the workload dynamics, time-criticality, disk queueing
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delay and disk array organization.
In this paper, we propose an energy saving policy named
eRAID deploying request redirecting for conventional
disk based RAID-1 systems. The idea of eRAID is
to save energy by adaptively spinning down partial or
entire mirror disk group according to the fluctuating
workload intensity. To realize the goal, we develop an
accurate online performance control scheme for both
synchronous and asynchronous workloads. To satisfy
service quality, the dynamic performance control works
for two performance measures — response time and
throughput. We develop a power model for conventional
disk based storage array systems. We extend existing
queueing network models to design an online perfor-
mance predictor. Additionally, we employ a time-series
analysis model (ARMA) to forecast workload features
to ensure high load prediction accuracy.
Experimental results show that eRAID can save up to
32% energy without violating predefined performance
degradation constraints. Compared with previous server
side energy saving policies [2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], eRAID
has the following salient advantages: (1) it is a soft
solution so that it does not require hardware updates
for current storage systems, such as adding extra hard-
ware (e.g. cache disks) or replacing all their conven-
tional disks with multi-speed disks; (2) it is independent
with host system and can be easily deployed to standard
RAID systems without any change of existing disk array
configurations such as data layout, or introducing any
data migration overhead; (3) it does tradeoff between
energy-saving and performance degradation by taking
both performance metrics, average response time and
throughput, into consideration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes our motivation. The design of eRAID are
introduced in Section 3. Section 4 is the experimental
evaluation. Section 5 briefly discusses the extending of
eRAID for RAID-5. Related work is discussed in Section
6. Finally, we give the conclusion remarks in Section 7.
2. MOTIVATION
2.1 Limitations of Current Solutions
There are three major problems with current server-side
disk energy management policies.
(1) No good solution for conventional disks based server
systems: As we mentioned in the Introduction, most
current energy saving policies for server side storage sys-
tems resort to multi-speed disks [3, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Although
there are solutions, such as Massive Array of Idle Disks
(MAID) [10] and Popular Data Concentration (PDC)
[2], which can be applied to both conventional disks and
multi-speed disks, in most cases they may only work well
for multi-speed disks.
(2) Single performance measure: Doing trade-off be-
tween energy-saving and performance degradation is one
of the most important task for disk energy management
solutions. The traditional measures of performance of
I/O system are throughput(bandwidth) and response
time(latency) [11]. According to our knowledge, all the
current disk energy management algorithms only take
one of them rather than both into consideration for the
tradeoff. However, energy-saving policy may degrade
both throughput and response time. Here, for average
response time, “degradation” means the stretching of
response latency. While for throughput, “degradation”
means the reduction of service bandwidth. The degra-
dations of these two performance measures are not al-
ways proportional. Under different system utilizations,
a little longer average response time may result in dif-
ferent amount of throughput reductions. For the same
reason, throughput degradation itself can not tell how
much the response time is stretched.
(3) No differentiation for workload time criticality: Ac-
cording to time criticality, I/O loads can be roughly
divided into two classes, synchronous loads and asyn-
chronous loads. For synchronous load, requests have de-
pendency relationship and must be served according to
some order. For asynchronous loads, the arrival of I/O
request is not subject to the completion of previous re-
quests. Since synchronous and asynchronous loads have
different time criticality, their reactions to performance
degradation of storage system are also different. For ex-
ample: If we treat the I/O system as a black box, the
request arrival rate is equal to the request departure
rate when the system is stable [11]. Suppose the mean
response time is stretched because of using energy sav-
ing policy while the system is still in stable state, the
throughput may not be affected for asynchronous loads.
However, for synchronous load, the request arrival rate
may be lowered because the system takes more time to
server a request. As a result, the system throughput
may be decreased.
2.2 Three Observations
Three observations motivate us to develop an energy-
saving policy for conventional disk based RAID-1 sys-
tems.
(1) With the help of redundant information, it is pos-
sible to generate long idle periods for disks in data-
intensive environments. RAID-1, also called mirroring
or shadowing, adopts twice as many disks as a non-
redundant disk array to maintain 100% redundancy [12].
Read requests can be served by either of the two copies
and write requests must be reflected to both copies.
Modern RAID systems usually adopt a non-volatile RAM
(NVRAM in brief) write-back cache to improve sys-
tem performance, so the data update can be saved in
NVRAM before they are flushed to disks. By redirecting
read requests to the primary disks and deferring write
update by caching, the idle periods of mirror disks can
be arbitrarily stretched. In the rest of this paper, we
interchangeably use NVRAM and controller cache.
(2) Serve disks usually have spare service capacity, and
the system loads are roughly predictable. Gurumurthi
et al. [6] show that server disks are idle in most time,
and even under heavy workloads, disk utilization in
server RAID systems is still less than 35% [13, 7]. A
disk can be viewed as a single queueing node system.
When system is in low utilization, the system perfor-
mance degrades slowly with the increasing of workload
intensity. Therefore, redirecting requests of mirror disks
to primary disks during light loads does not necessar-
ily degrade much performance. Moveover, the system
workloads of data-intensive environments, such as data
center, are relatively stable [9] or repeat a similar pat-
tern periodically. The predictable load pattern makes it
feasible to redirect requests during lightly loaded hours.
(3) Queueing model is a widely adopted method to model
RAID systems for performance analysis and prediction [14,
15, 16, 17, 18]. Queueing model can provide perfor-
mance measures of both throughput and response time.
Synchronous and asynchronous loads can be modeled
by open and closed queueing models respectively [15,
18]. By using the modeling method, researches can un-
derstand the limitation and performance bottleneck of
their disk array functions and optimizations [18].
Based on above observations, we attempt to solve the
open problem of current server-side disk energy con-
servation, and provide a solution for conventional disk
based RAID system, named eRAID.
3. eRAID
The main idea of eRAID is to spin down partial or en-
tire mirror group to standby state to save energy; when
these disks are in standby state, read requests are served
by data copies in the primary disks. Write requests to
the standby disks are deferred in controller cache or ac-
tive disks, and then flushed to the standby disks after
they are spun up. In this paper, we only study deferring
writes by NVRAM. Since NVRAM is battery-backed,
eRAID does not impact the reliability of RAID systems.
It needs to be noted that the method using redundancy
information to spin down disk to save energy can also
be used for other RAID organizations, such as RAID-5.
We proposed how to use this idea in RAID-5 with both
theatrical analysis and experimental evaluation. Inter-
ested reader can refer our technical report [19]. Because
of space limit, we focus on RAID-1 in this design, and
only discuss how to using queueing network modeling
to do performance prediction for RAID-5 in Section 5.
To spin down disks to save energy, a balance needs to
be made to provide enough active disks to meet per-
formance based service quality. eRAID deploys a time-
window based performance control scheme (details in
Section 3.3) to do the tradeoff between energy-saving
and performance (response time and throughput) degra-
dations. To predict the performance of storage system,
we need to first forecast the load features in next time
window (e.g., request inter-arrival rate). And then, we
need to use the load parameters as input, feed them into
a performance prediction model to make the prediction.
There are many techniques for capturing temporal be-
havior of workloads. To find which one is the best is
beyond the scope of this paper. In our current im-
plementation, we use ARMA (Autoregressive Moving
Average), a widely adopted time serial analysis model,
to predict workload features (e.g. request number in
next hour) based on the load characteristics of histori-
cal information. Different queueing network models are
used to precisely model the RAID-1 storage system with
specific characteristics. The predicted workload feature
serves as one of the input of the queueing network mod-
els.
At the beginning of each time-window, eRAID does per-
formance/energy prediction to find out how many disks
can be spun down to save energy, or how many disks
should be spun up in order not to violate predefined
constraints. This problem can be formalized as the fol-
lows.
Object: maximize SE =
Ebase−EeRAID
Ebase
Subject to

System Throughput Constraint:
DT =
TeRAID−Tbase
Tbase
≤ LimitT
Response Time Constraint:
DX =
Xbase−XeRAID
Xbase
≤ LimitX
Here E, T and X denote energy consumption, mean
response time and mean throughput. “base” represents
the baseline system that employs no energy-efficiency
policy. LimitT and LimitX are user-defined perfor-
mance degradation parameters (e.g. 10%) for mean re-
sponse time and mean throughput respectively. Next,
we show how to address this problem.
3.1 Solving for Energy Saving SE
We develop a power model for multi-disk systems to es-
timate the energy saving SE . Since we mainly focus on
the disk energy consumption, other components (e.g.
CPU and cache) in RAID systems are not examined
here. A single disk power model considering the spin
down/up policy has been extensively studied. Recently,
several energy consumption models are proposed for
multi-speed disks [4, 6, 9, 20]. However, little research
work has been conducted on modeling energy saving of a
multi-disk system with spin down/up energy-efficiency
policy. This is because that, disk spin down/up policy
is considered an impractical method to save energy, due
to the short idle periods typically encountered in server
workloads. However, with the help of redundancy in
RAIDs and deferring writes in NVRAM, we could use
the spin up/down method to save energy in server-side
environments.
3.1.1 Formalizing SE
Given a time-window with length T and an N-disk RAID-
1 system, assume that R requests are served in T and
the average service time is t. Then the system uti-
lization ρ1 =
R∗t
NT
. Let Pa, Pi, Ps and Pw denote the
power when a disk is respectively active, idle, standby
and doing state switching. Let Ts denote the time of
disk in standby state, and Tw denote the time of disk
doing state switching. For write load, the energy con-
sumption of coherence depends on the write operation
of workloads and is hard to estimate. To get the upper
bound of energy saving, we do not consider coherence
energy consumption here. Then the energy consump-
tion of original disk array is Ebase = Eactive + Eidle =
PaNTρ1 + PiNT (1− ρ1).
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Figure 1: The impact of i, Rsi =
Ps
Pi
and k on energy saving. P denotes the ideal condition, T À Tw.
For asynchronous loads, the request arrival rate is in-
dependent of the number of active disks. While for
synchronous loads, the request arrival rate could be
reduced because less active disks provide smaller sys-
tem throughput. That is, in synchronous loads, the
served request in T may be less than R. We use ρ2
(≤ ρ1) denote the new utilization. Suppose i disks are
spun down to standby state at the beginning of T, and
spun up to active state at the end of T. Then, we have
the energy consumption of the i disks is i ∗ (PsTs +
PwTw). The energy consumption of the (N − i) disks
is PaNTρ2 + Pi[(N − i)T − NTρ2]. Finally the new
energy consumption can be described as: EeRAID =
i ∗ (PsTs + PwTw) + PaNTρ2 + Pi[(N − i)T −NTρ2].
The percentage of energy saving, SE , in the period T
can be expressed as:
SE = (Ebase − EeRAID)/Ebase
=
(Pa − Pi)(ρ1 − ρ2) + iN (Pi − PsTs+PwTwT )
Pi + (Pa − Pi)ρ1
Here ρ1 and ρ2 can be resolved by a performance pre-
diction technique in Section 3.2.
3.1.2 Theoretical Analysis of SE
From the equation of SE , it can be seen that, the larger
the value of (ρ1 − ρ2) is, the more energy energy sav-
ing can be achieved. For asynchronous loads, (ρ1 − ρ2)
is zero. With the same ρ1, the energy saving of asyn-
chronous loads can be looked as the bottom line of syn-
chronous loads. In this section, we only analyze the
energy saving of asynchronous loads. We take IBM Ul-
trastar 36Z15 as the representative server SCSI disk in
this analysis. Since disk utilization in server-side RAID
systems is usually less than 35% [13], Pi À (Pa −Pi)ρ1
is held in most practical cases. The energy saving equa-
tion can be simplified to be SE ≈ iN (1− PsTs+PwTwPiT ).
We analyze the energy saving in two steps. In the first
step, we assume T À Tw to get the up bound of energy
saving. According to this assumption, Ts = T−Tw ≈ T .
Then energy saving equation can be further simplified to
be SE ≈ iN ∗ (1− PsPi ). Now we can see that the energy
saving is affected by two factors i and Ps
Pi
. Defining
Rsi =
Ps
Pi
, we draw the top three diagrams in Figure 1 to
show impacted of i and Rsi to the energy saving. From
these three diagrams we can see that, the energy saving
is increased with the decreasing of Rsi or increasing of
i. With the same number of spun-down disks, Rsi does
not have significant impact to the energy savings. The
number of spun down disks is the dominate factor for
energy savings.
In the second step, we remove the assumption T À Tw.
To study the impact of the length of T to the energy
saving, we set T = kTw, k > 1. Now we get SE ≈
i
N
(1− Ps(k−1)+Pw
Pik
) = i
N
( 77
102
− 110
102k
). The bottom three
diagrams of Figure 1 show the impact of T to energy
saving. From these three diagrams we can see that, with
the increase of k, the energy-saving is approaching that
of ideal condition P (T À Tw). For a fixed k (e.g. 10),
the gap between the energy-saving with T = kTw and
that of P becomes larger when there are more disks spun
down. For example, when k is six for the 8-disk RAID-1
with one disk spun down, the difference of energy saving
is 2.2% less than that of ideal condition. While this
small gap is stretched to be almost 9% when four disks
are spun down to save energy. To reduce the gap to be
less than 3% with four spun-down disks, k should be
larger than 20.
3.2 Solving for Performance Degradations
DT and DX
We use queueing models to calculate the performance
degradation factors DT and DX . Unlike the research
works that use queueing model to analyze RAID system
performance in normal mode, our task is to study a spe-
cial case: how the system performance is impacted after
some mirror disks are spun down. Our method can be
described as follows: (1) use queueing models to model
RAID-1 and get performance predictions; (2) examine
how the input parameters are changed after spinning
down some mirror disks; (3) calculate new performance
predictions; (4) compare original and new predictions
for decision-making.
Read and write operation in RAID-1 systems have dif-
ferent features, and synchronous and asynchronous loads
have different time criticality. To isolate the difference,
we examine the performance impact of spinning down
mirror disks under synchronous read (SR), asynchro-
nous read (AR), asynchronous write (SW) and asyn-
chronous write (AW) loads individually.
In this paper, we extend two queueing models intro-
duced by Varki et al. in literature [18] to model RAID-
1 system with synchronous read and synchronous write
loads. Based on both models, we develop another two
queueing models for asynchronous read and asynchro-
nous write loads. The accuracy of these queueing net-
work model is shown in Section 4.3. Our queueing mod-
els are built based on the main features of a real RAID
system, HP SureStore E Disk Array FC60 [21]. It needs
to be noted that, some array controller optimizations,
such as access coalescing, load balancing and prefetch-
ing, are not incorporated in the models used in this
paper. We will study them in our future work.
3.2.1 Read load
The left diagram of Figure 2 shows the model of a RAID-
1 system with synchronous read load. It is assumed
there are M processes in this system while each process
generating an I/O stream (array read requests). Array
read requests are first submitted to controller cache. In
case of cache misses they are directed to the disks. Af-
ter the requests are finished, they are returned to the
processes. Only after the previous request is returned
does a process issue another request following a further
process-delay time.
All the processes are modeled as a delay server. The
average performance measures of this closed queueing
network can be computed by the Mean Value Analy-
sis (MVA) technique [22]. For asynchronous loads, the
RAID system is modeled as an open queue network
shown at the right diagram of Figure 2. Since the load
balance policy is not considered here, the disk array is
treated as a bunch of M/M/1 queue nodes. Many re-
searchers use M/G/1 to model the mixed read/write
load for disk system. Here we use M/M/1 to model the
disk with pure read or write requests. The advantage
of assuming exponential distribution is the efficiency
and simplicity of the corresponding performance tech-
nique [18]. Our experiments show that the error caused
by this assumption is in an affordable level (details in
Section 4.3). Table 5 shows the model input parameters.
The disks are named from subsystem 1 to subsystem N.
The RAID controller cache is named as subsystem 0.
Note that P0 = 1 and
∑N
i=1 Pi = 1− cache hit rate.
Table 1: Read Load Model Input Parameters
Parameters Description
Common Parameters (0 ≤ i ≤ N)
N number of all disks in RAID-1
µi service rate of subsystem i
Pi access probability of subsystem i
Synchronous Read Model
M the number of processes
Op mean process delay
Asynchronous Read Model
λ mean request arrival rate
After some mirror disks are spun down to save energy,
two input parameters of the queueing models could be
affected: disk access probability and disk service time.
When i mirror disks are spun down, the load of the mir-
ror disks will be directed to their primary disks. Access
probabilities of other disks are not affected. Disk ser-
vice time depends on a large number of factors, such as
disk specification, disk scheduling policy and workload
features. To find the relationship between disk service
time and disk queue length, we directly measure the ser-
vice time of three physical disks under a wide spectrum
of workloads. We find that, when the disk queue length
is less than three1, the change of disk service time (for
both read and write operations) has minor impact to
the calculation of performance degradation. Therefore,
we do not consider the change of disk service time in
the prediction.
Based on above discussion, we can compute the perfor-
mance measures for both the base system and eRAID.
For ease of presentation, given an N-disk RAID-1, we
define disk 1 to N/2 to be mirror disks and disk (N/2+1)
to N to be primary disks. Let disk n and disk v be a
mirror disk and its corresponding primary disk, with
v=N/2-n+1. For synchronous read load, we use Ti(M)
and T ′i (M) to denote the mean response time of sub-
system i, with M processes, in the baseline system and
eRAID respectively. Ti(M) and T
′
i (M) can be easily
computed by MVA technique [22, 23]. The final mean
response time of the disk array and mean throughput of
the baseline system are:
Tbase(SR) =
N∑
n=0
[Tn(M)Pn],
Xbase(SR) =
M
Tbase(SR) +Op
.
1We only spin down mirror disks when the system uti-
lization is low. Even when the disk utilization is 35%,
which means the queue length is ρ/(1− ρ) = 35%/(1−
35%) ≈ 0.54 according to queueing theory, doubling
the disk load would increase the queueing length to
70%/(1− 70%) ≈ 2.33.
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Figure 2: Queueing network model of RAID-1 with read workloads
The performance measures of eRAID are:
TeRAID(SR) = T0(M) +
N−i∑
n=i+1
[T ′n(M)Pn]
+
N∑
n=N−i+1
[T ′n(M)(Pn + Pv)],
XeRAID(SR) =
M
TeRAID(SR) +Op
.
For asynchronous read loads, as discussed in Section 2,
system throughput is not affected if there is no disks
in unstable state after spinning down the mirror disks.
The mean response time is computed as mean cache
response time plus mean disk response time. That is,
Tbase(AR) =
1
µ0 − λ +
N∑
n=1
Pn
µn − λPn =
N∑
n=0
Pn
µn − λPn .
After spinning down mirror disks 1 to i, the mean re-
sponse time of eRAID is
TeRAID(AR) =
1
µ0 − λ +
N−i∑
n=i+1
Pn
µn − λPn
+
N∑
n=N−i+1
Pn + Pv
µn − λ(Pn + Pv) .
Then we discuss how to get M and Op in real systems.
In real system, none of these two parameters can be
accurately detected on storage subsystem without the
cooperation of host system OS or applications. Here
we show how to use approximate method to get these
two values. From the model of synchronous read load,
we have M
Tarray+Op
= Xarray. Here Tarrayand Xarray
are mean response time and mean throughput of RAID
systems. Tarray and Xarray can be easily measured. If
anyone of M and Op is known, the other one can be cal-
culated by using above equation. With historical statis-
tic information, ARMA can also be used to predict two
values for next time-window, average request number
(V1) in disk array and the number (V2) of processes that
will issue requests. Since time-window length should
be much longer than request service time, V1 must be
less than V2. V1 can be taken as the lower-bound of
M because there may have more requests hidden in the
thinking time of the processes. While V2 can be looked
as the upper-bound of M because some processes may
finish their I/O tasks and then exit in the middle of
the time-window. Therefore we can approximate M by
(V1 + V2)/2. Then Op can be easily computed.
3.2.2 Write load
Modern disk arrays usually implement write-back caching
in the array controller. In this case, unlike reads, a write
request is completed once the data is written to cache.
FC-60 uses a two-threshold write-back policy [18, 21],
destage threshold (e.g 20% of cache size) and max dirty blocks
(e.g cache size). Destaging operations starts if the num-
ber of saved dirty blocks is larger than destage threshold.
The maximum dirty blocks that can be held in the cache
is determined by max dirty blocks. For write work-
loads, the RAID system can be modeled as a Markov
birth-death M/M/1/K process [18], with
K = max dirty blocks−destage threshold
average request size
+1. Practically, K
is the maximum number of requests that can be held
in cache. Thus, the disk array can be modeled by the
cache alone with input parameters listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Write Load Model Input Parameters
Para. Description
Pmiss array cache write miss probability
K maximum queue length
dλ arrival rate of dirty blocks to cache
dµ rate at which dirty blocks are
written from cache to disks
µ mean disk service rate
Synchronous Write Model
χ maximum array throughput
Since all data must be written to both mirror and pri-
mary disks, an N-disk RAID-1 can serve N/2 requests
at the same time. Thus the service rate dµ is
N
2µ
[18].
In the synchronous write model, χ denotes the maxi-
mum array throughput, which is the array’s through-
put when the disk array has an infinite cache, and chi
be computed by MVA technique. The arrival rate of
dirty blocks is different for synchronous and asynchro-
nous write loads. For a synchronous write load, dλ can
be approximated by χ ∗ Pmiss, while for asynchronous
loads, dλ = λ∗Pmiss where λ can be directly measured.
In current design of eRAID, we use NVRAM to save
inconsistent data. By spinning down i disks, the ser-
vice rate dµ is
N−2i
2µ
. Another two input parameters
may be affected when some of the mirror disks are spun
down: K and Pmiss. Since deferring the write of dirty
blocks of standby disks in the cache for a longer period
may increase the destage threshold, the queue length
K may be decreased. For the other parameter Pmiss,
through experiments we found eRAID made little im-
pact on Pmiss. Two reasons to explain this. Firstly, the
data access locality is relatively low in controller cache
compared with other higher level cache such as file sys-
tem cache. Secondly, eRAID restricts the accumulated
dirty blocks of standby disks within the second half of
LRU table to reduce the cache pollution problem.
For synchronous write load, the mean throughput of
the disk array is computed by χ∗ (1−Pmax dirty). Here
Pmax dirty is the steady state probability when the cache
has number of maximum dirty blocks. According to
M/M/1/K queueing model [22], Pmax dirty =
(1−a)∗aK
1−aK+1
with a = dλ
dµ
= 2µχPmiss
N
. That is,
Xbase(SW ) = χ ∗ (1− (1− a) ∗ a
K
1− aK+1 ), a =
2µχPmiss
N
.
The mean response time can be computed using Little’s
Law on the entire system:
Tbase(SW ) =
M
Xbase(SW )
−Op.
XeRAID(AW ) and TeRAID(AW ) can be computed in
the same way as computingXeRAID(SW ) and TeRAID(SW )
but replacing K by K′ and a = 2µλPmiss
N−2i . Here K
′ =
max dirty blocks−new destage threshold
average request size
+ 1.
For asynchronous load, the mean response time is k
dλ
according to M/M/1/K model. Here k is the average
queue length and k = a
1−a − (K+1)a
K+1
1−aK+1 with a =
dλ
dµ
=
2µλPmiss
N
< 1. That is,
Tbase(AW ) =
a
1− a −
(K + 1)aK+1
1− aK+1 , a =
2µλPmiss
N
.
In the same way, TeRAID(AW ) can be computed via
replacing K by K′ and a = 2µλPmiss
N−2i .
3.3 Control Algorithm
The control algorithm is used to automatically adjust
the number of spun-down disks to trade off energy-
efficiency and performance degradation. eRAID uses
a time-window based control scheme with the forecast-
ing of energy-saving and performance degradations. If
the time-window length is set too long, the performance
control algorithm may be inefficient and blunt to the un-
expected changes of request traffic. At the same time,
the time-window length can not be too short in order
to avoid frequent state switch. Chen et al. [24] pointed
queuing model based control is more viable at large
time granularity. Through experiments we also find
that the inaccuracies of predictions cause much per-
formance degradation with small time-window (e.g ≤
0.5 hour). In our current implementation, we set one
hour as the default time-window length. The sensitiv-
ity study about the impact of time-window length is
shown in Section 4.5.
As mentioned by Zhu et al. [9], frequently starting and
stopping disks affects disk drive longevity. Usually disks
are designed to sustain a certain number of start/stop
cycles. For example, IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 can han-
dle a minimum of 50,000 start/stop cycles [25]. This
disk would reach its warrantable service time (three
years) if disk state switching is less than 45 time a
day. Therefore, we set 45 time per day to be the maxi-
mum start/stop frequency for each disk. A time window
length is set to be long enough to enforce this constraint.
Based on the discussion of previous sections, we can
do the predictions for both energy saving and perfor-
mance degradations. Then next step is to solve the
multi-constraint problem. This multi-constraint (SE ,
DT and DX) problem can be represented as a multidi-
mensional 0-1 knapsack problem with the dimension be-
ing two (response time limit and throughput limit). The
multidimensional 0-1 knapsack problem is a classified
NP-hard optimization problem [26]. Solving this prob-
lem involves much computing overhead. Fortunately,
by examining the nature of disk array system, we can
simplify the solution according two observations:
• First, as proved in Section 3.1, the energy sav-
ing SE is dominated by the number of spun-down
disks rather than which disks to spin down. In
this case, our goal is to spin down as many disks
as possible without violating the two performance
constraints.
• Second, according to queueing model, the server
(disk) with lower utilization tends to give less per-
formance degradation when its access probability
is doubled. That is, given performance degrada-
tion constraints, we may achieve the maximum
number of spun-down disks by spinning down light-
est loaded mirror disks.
Therefore, we first order all the mirror disks from the
lightest loaded to the heaviest loaded according to the
predicted load of each disk. Then, starting from the
lightest loaded disk, we try to spin down as more mir-
ror disks as possible without violating the constraints.
This solution is described as Algorithm 1. Our exper-
iments show that this algorithm gives optimal solution
in most cases. Compared with using close-to-optimal
algorithms [26] to solve the multidimensional knapsack
problem, Algorithm 1 needs much less computing over-
head.
However, in real world systems, prediction error of per-
formance degradation is unavoidable. Here we define
the prediction error (a ratio) to be denoted by
σ =
|real degradation− predicted degradation|
real degradation
.
This error comes from the load predictor and accuracy
of queueing network models. Since both load predictor’s
error and the accuracy of queueing network models can
be measured by verifying them with real workload and
systems, we assume the average error is a known para-
meter and it is updated periodically (e.g. every day).
In order not to violate the limits, we reset LimitT to be
LimitT × (1− σ) and LimitX to be LimitX × (1− σ).
Obviously, if σ is larger than one, eRAID can not spin
down any disk to save energy. Experiment results show
that σ is less than 15% in current design. More details
about the prediction error are shown in Section 4.3.
Algorithm 1: find mirror disks to spin down
1: Put active mirror disks into list S at any order;
2: Sort all the mirror disks from the least loaded to
the heaviest loaded;
3: for(i = 1; i < N/2; i++){
4: Predict performance degradations of spinning
down first i disks of S;
5: If any one of the constraints is violated, then the
first (i− 1) disks in S are disks to spin down;
6: }
Algorithm 2: conservative control algorithm
1: LimitT = LimitT × (1− σ);
2: LimitX = LimitX × (1− σ);
3: Put the disks found by Algorithm 1 into set T;
4: Spin down disks in T;
5: Spin up standby disks that are not in T;
The conservative control algorithm is summarized as
Algorithm 2, which is called at the beginning of each
time-window. From Algorithm 1&2, we can see eRAID
always tries to keep the performance degradation less
than constraints in each time-window, so we call it a
conservative control.
For write load, eRAID always tries to replace dirty blocks
belonging to active disks until the accumulated dirty
data of standby disks is larger than the new destage threhold.
eRAID should make the new destage threhold be able
to cache dirty blocks of standby disks for a reasonable
long period. The length of this period can be decided
by studying the relationship between disk spin-down
period and energy-saving. For example, for IBM Ul-
trastar 36Z15, Figure 1 shows relatively large energy
saving can be achieved when the disk spun-down period
is longer than six times of the sum of disk spin-down
and spin-up period. Therefore, the calculation of the
new destage threshold can be derived from:
destage threshold
data write rate of standbydisks
> 6TW . The standby disks
are activated when the size of their accumulated dirty
blocks in the controller cache are larger than the new
destage threshold. After all the dirty data are flushed
back to these disks, eRAID spins down them again if
these disks’ start/stop frequency is less than 45 times
per day.
4. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
4.1 Experiment Setup
We evaluate our policy with both synchronous and asyn-
chronous loads by using trace-driven simulations. We
choose IBMUltrastar 36Z15 [25] as the disk power model.
This disk is commonly used in data-intensive environ-
ments and some research works [9]. The important pa-
rameters [4] are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Disk Model
Parameter Value
Individual Disk Capacity 18.4 GB
Disk Rotation Speed 15000 RPM
Active 13.5 W
Seek Power 13.5 W
Standby Power 2.5 W
Idle Power 10.2 W
Spinup Power 13.5 W
Spinup Time 10.9 secs.
Spindown Time 1.5 secs.
Average Rotation Delay 2 ms
Internal Transfer Rate 55 MB/sec
Eight traces are used in the evaluation. We use two
traces to evaluate eRAID for each of AR, AW, SR and
SW loads. For asynchronous loads, we select two real
world traces to replay I/O traffic on large storage server
systems. One is extracted from the Cello99 trace suite
that was collected from the HP “cello” server over the
period from January 14 - December 31, 1999. During
that collection time, cello was a K570 class machine
(4 CPUs) running HP-UX 10.20, with about 2 GB of
main memory2. To make Cello99 trace intensive enough
for current hardware conditions, we merge three day’s
(4/12-4/14/1999) load into one day. The other trace is
TPC-C20, which was collected by running TPC-C data-
base benchmarks with 20 warehouses on a storage server
with a Redhat Linux 7.1 OS3. We extract 14-hour trace
for TPC-C20 for the evaluation. The characteristics of
the real traces are listed in Table 4 and the request num-
ber in each hour of these two traces are shown in the
right diagram of Figure 3. We separate the read and
write requests of these two traces for AR and AW loads
respectively.
Since real traces do not provide enough information
about the synchronous relation among requests, we gen-
erate two synthetic synchronous loads based on the ex-
tracted parameters from Cello99. With the assumption
that 30% of all requests are synchronous requests, we
get 14 and 23 as the representative process numbers for
the loads in the morning and the afternoon respectively.
The 14-process trace is named S14 while S23 for the 23-
process traces. To make S14 and S23 to be roughly
same intensive, we set the average process delay to be
40 ms and 80 ms. The access sequentiality and locality
are 0.22 and 0.36, and average request size is also the
same as that of Cello99. The request inter-arrival time
follows exponential distribution.
In this implementation, time serial analysis model ARMA
(Autoregressive Moving Average) is used to predict work-
load characteristics. One example is given by the left
diagram in Figure 3 that shows the predicted request
2http://tesla.hpl.hp.com/public software
3http://traces.byu.edu/new/Tools
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Figure 3: Trace load characteristics
Table 4: Trace Features
Traces Cello99 TPC-C20
Avg. Inter arrival time 6.57 ms 5.21 ms
Read Ratio 65.52% 75.05%
Avg. Request size 12.73 KB 40.66 KB
number and real request number of each hour in the
real-world workload Cello99. We use the last seven day’s
load to predict next one day’s load for Cello99. While
for TPC-C20 that has a more stable I/O traffic, using
the last two hours’ loads to predict next one hour’s load
is good enough.
We configure a RAID-1 system based on Hewlett-Packard
SureStore E FC-60 disk array [21] in Disksim, a popular
storage system simulator. The RAID-1 system has eight
disks and two mirrored array controllers. Each con-
troller has 512MB NVRAM. Then we augment Disksim
with disk power model and our energy-efficient policy.
LRU is chosen as the default controller replacement al-
gorithm. For eRAID, we defer the data update of spun-
down disks only in the second half of the controller cache
as suggested in literature [27].
4.2 Evaluation Results
Figure 4 shows the overall simulation results of AR, AW,
SR and SW loads for three scenarios. From Figure 4
we can see that, our performance control algorithm is
effective for all the four kinds of workloads and per-
formance degradation constraints,LimitT and LimitX ,
are not violated in all the scenarios. In CASEI with
tight constraints, the maximum energy saving, 22.0%,
is achieved in the AR load of Cello99. Since TPC-C20
loads are more intensive than Cello99 loads, less energy
savings are obtained from TPC-C20 loads, only 17.0%
for its AR load and 7.1% for AW load. Because of the
constraints of both response time and throughput, less
energy are saved for synchronous load than for asyn-
chronous loads. The maximum energy of synchronous
loads, 15.2%, is achieved in read load of S23. For any
one of synchronous and asynchronous loads, more en-
ergy is conserved in read loads than write loads. This
is because that, when mirror disks are spun down in
RAID-1 with write loads, the decrease of system ser-
vice rate degrades more than that with read loads. For
example, with same disk access probability, when i mir-
ror disks are spun down, system service rate is changed
from N to N − i in AR, while it is changed from N
2
to
N−2i
2
in AW loads. The degradation of system service
rates are N−(N−i)
N
= i
N
and
N
2 −
N−2i
2
N
2
= 2i
N
for AR and
AW loads respectively.
CaseII loosens the throughput degradation limit from
5% in CASEI to 10%. This does not impact the en-
ergy savings of asynchronous loads, but eRAID achieves
more (2.3∼5.9%) energy saving with the synchronous
loads. CASEIII loosens the constraints to a further step
through increasing the limit of response time degrada-
tion from 20% to 50%. This change makes both syn-
chronous and asynchronous loads see more energy sav-
ings. Compared with the energy savings in CASEII, the
energy savings of synchronous loads in CASEIII have
an increase of 4.5∼9.0%, while 5.0∼11.4% for asynchro-
nous loads. Finally, the maximum energy saving with
the three cases is 32.4% that is achieved in AR load of
Cello99.
For all loads, the degradation of throughput is less than
that of response time. With synchronous loads, the
degradation of response time is from 7.0∼18.5%, while
the throughput degradation is from 2.3∼8.0%. In all
cases, S23 sees less throughput degradations then S14
does. With providing the same I/O intensity, the load
having more processes (with longer process delay) trends
to have less throughput degradation. Asynchronous
load, which has no throughput degradation, can be viewed
as an extreme case with very large process number and
very long process delay. For asynchronous loads, the
maximum response time degradation is observed in read
load of TPC-C20.
In Figure 6, we take Cello99 as an example to show
the details of energy saving, response time degradation
and average number of spun-down disks in each hour in
CASEIII. With read load, eRAID can spin down three
to four disks in most time, while less than three disks in
most time for AW load. In the heaviest loaded period,
from 3AM to 5AM, no disk is spun down.
4.3 The Error of Performance Predictions
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Figure 4: Overall results. CASEI: LimitT ≤ 20%, LimitX ≤ 5%; CASEII: LimitT ≤ 20%, LimitX ≤ 10%;
CASEIII: LimitT ≤ 50%, LimitX ≤ 10%.
Although providing generalized models to accurately
predict both workload changing and system performance
is not the task of this paper, we need to consider the
prediction error into our control policy as mentioned in
Section 3.3. In our current design we assume the pre-
diction error of degradation is a given parameter. In
order to get the real performance degradations, we run
the simulations again without any disk spun down and
collect performance measures of each time-window. By
comparing these performance measures with those of
eRAID, we can get the real performance degradations.
From the real degradation and eRAID prediction for
each time-window, we get the average prediction error
of degradation.
Figure 5 shows the prediction error of degradation for
different workloads. From the left diagram of Figure 5,
it can be seen that the prediction errors for response
time degradations are always larger than those for through-
put degradations. In the right diagram of Figure 5, we
show two kinds of results. One is the response time
degradation with ARMA providing workload (request
number) prediction, and the other one is the response
time degradation with prefect traffic prediction, which
is realized by inputting real workload features gotten by
off-line trace analysis to eRAID. ARMA’s traffic predic-
tion contributes 1∼3% to overall prediction errors. Be-
cause the request inter-arrival time of TPC-C20 loads
less strictly follows exponential distribution, the degra-
dation prediction errors of TPC-C20 loads are larger
than those of Cello99 loads with perfect traffic predic-
tion. However, I/O traffic of TPC-C20 is more stable
than that of Cello99, so less degradation prediction er-
rors are introduced by ARMA traffic prediction.
4.4 The Effect of RAID Size
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Figure 5: Prediction errors of perf. degradations
(defined by |real degradation−predicted degradation|
real degradation
)
To examine the effect of RAID size, we redo experiment
for 6-disk RAID-1 and 10-disk RAID-1 with CASEIII
as the constraint. We take traces S14 and Cello99 as
the synchronous and asynchronous loads. To make rel-
atively fair comparisons, we randomly remove 1/4 of all
requests from Cello99 loads for 6-disk RAID-1, For 10-
disk RAID-1, we extract requests from another day’s
trace and add them to Cello99 to let it have 1/4 more
requests than the original trace. For S14, the average
process delay is increased from 40 ms to 55 ms for 6-
disk RAID-1. On the contrary we decrease the process
delay to be 30 ms for 10-disk RAID-1. Since NVRAM is
important for write loads, we also change the NVRAM
size to 384 MB and 640 MB respectively for 6-disk and
10-disk RAID-1 systems.
Figure 7 shows the impact of the RAID size to per-
formance and energy saving. All the results are nor-
malized to the results of 8-disk RAID-1 system. From
Figure 7 we can see that the energy saving and perfor-
mance degradation of 6-disk RAID-1 system are always
less than those of 8-disk RAID-1 system. While we get
opposite observation for 10-disk RAID-1 system. From
Figure 1 in Section 3.1 we know that, the upper-bound
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Figure 6: The experiment results in each hour of Cello99
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Figure 7: The impact of RAID size (results are normalized to 8-disk RAID-1)
of energy-saving is around 40% for RAID-1 with IBM
36Z15 disks. With a larger size, the RAID-1 system
has more options to fine tune the number of spun-down
disks. In a 6-disk RAID-1 system, only three mirror
disks, while in a 10-disk RAID-1 system, eRAID can
select the number of spun-down disk from zero to five.
With the ability to better tune the number of spun-
down disks, eRAID saves more energy in 10-disk RAID-
1 system than that in 8-disk RAID-1. At the same time,
the performance degradations is also increased.
4.5 The Effect of Time-Window Length
Figure 8 shows the energy effects of time-window length
on eRAID with four workloads, SR(14), SW(14), AR(Cello99)
and AW(Cello99) for CASEIII. From Figure 8 we can
see that, with the increase of time-window length, energy-
savings of all the loads tend to be relatively stable.
However, energy-savings of Cello99 loads drop quickly
with the decreasing of time-windows length. This is be-
cause both ARMA and queueing models generate larger
prediction errors with fine granularity (smaller time-
window length). In order to guarantee the performance
degradation is less then predefined limits, conservative
control tightens the constraints by lower the limits
(LimitT <= LimitT × (1 − σ), LimitX <= LimitX ×
(1 − σ)). Therefore, the faster the σ increases, the
quickly energy-savings decreases.
S14 loads are more insensitive to the time-window length
and the change of energy-saving is within 5%. This is
because it is a stable load and its request inter-arrival
time is strict exponential distribution. The prediction
error does not change much with the change of time-
window length.
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Figure 8: The impact of time-window length
4.6 Limitations of eRAID
The limitation of eRAID mainly derives from the accu-
racy of queue network models and load predictor (i.e.,
ARMA). The more precisely the system can be modeled,
the more accurate decisions eRAID can make. Further
more, in current design, some input parameters (e.g.
process number and mean process delay) are set by ap-
proximate methods. More accurate approximate meth-
ods are expected to be developed with the hints from
OS or applications. The conservative control is easy to
implement, which is its advantage. However, we believe
the energy-saving potential of eRAID is not fully ex-
ploited. If more aggressive control policies are employed
by eRAID, more energy-saving could be achieved.
5. EXTENDING eRAID FOR RAID-5
For RAID-5 systems, we still want to follow the basic
approach we used in RAID-1 system: read request is
served by using degraded mode (with XOR operation)
and write request is deferred by caching. This idea is
proposed in our technical report [19]. Here we only dis-
cuss how to using queueing network modeling to do per-
formance prediction for RAID-5.
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Figure 9: Queueing network model of RAID-5
with synchronous read workloads
There are two major differences between RAID-1 and
RAID-5 systems.
• RAID-1 does not stripe data, while RAID-5 stripes
data among all disks. Thus, an array read request
in RAID-5 may be divided into more than one
stripe requests for different disks. Only when all
the disk requests are finished, the array request is
served and returned to the user.
• In RAID-1 system, data update is flushed to two
copies, that is, one write request involves two write
operations. However, a write request in RAID-5
system may trigger four operations, two reads and
two writes: read old data stripe, read old parity
stripe, write new data stripe and write new parity
stripe that is generated by exclusive-ORing the
first three stripes.
Compared with RAID-1, RAID-5’s unique features make
it more challenging to build accurate models for it. Here
we take the model proposed in literature [28] to model
RAID-5 system with synchronous read load to get per-
formance predictions. Figure 9 shows the system queue-
ing network model. Table 5 shows the model input pa-
rameters.
The performance measures of this queueing network can
be easily computed by using MVA technique. MVA
technique iteratively solves the following equations with
m = 1, 2, ..., M, and Qi(0) = 0 for all subsystems:
Ri(m) =
1
µi
[Hk+Qi(m−1)],Xi(m) = m∑N
n=0[Rn(m)Pn/Pi]+Op
,
Qi(m) = Ri(m) ∗Xi(m). Here Hk is the kth harmonic
Table 5: Read Load Model Input Parameters
Para. Description
Common Parameters (0 ≤ i ≤ N)
N number of all disks in RAID-5
µi service rate of subsystem i
Pi access probability of subsystem i
k mean number of disks that a request is
striped onto
M the number of processes
Op mean process delay
number defined as
∑k
i=1
1
i
. Ri(m), Xi(m) and Qi(m)
are respectively response time, throughput and queue
length of subsystem i when the system has m requests.
Then we discuss the possible change of the input para-
meters after one disk are spun down. For read requests,
spinning down one disk, all the read requests for this
disk are served by degrade operation. This increases
workload of the whole system, and thus the access prob-
abilities of all the other disks. Suppose originally one
array request is striped onto k (≤ N) disk requests on
average in an N-disk RAID-5 system. There are two
cases:
1. k disk requests are all on active disks and all the
requests can be served normally;
2. one of k disk requests are on standby disk and
N − 1 − (k − 1) = N − k new disk requests are
needed to do XOR operation.
The probability of case 1 and 2 are respectively Cn−1k
and Cn−1k−1 . Now, one array read request is striped onto
k′ = k ∗ Cn−1k + (N − k) ∗ Cn−1k−1 disk requests. Based
on above discussion, the final mean response time of
disk array and mean throughput of the baseline system
can be expressed as: Tbase(SR) =
∑N
n=0 [Tn(M)Pn] and
Xbase(SR) =
M
Tbase(SR)+Op
. By replacing Hk with H
′
k,
we can get the performance measures of eRAID.
6. RELATED WORK
In last decade, a lot of power-efficient solutions have
been developed to find good thresholds to spin down
disks for energy conservation for a single hard disk drive [29,
30, 31, 32]. Youssef examined the design issues of low-
power, highly available disk arrays for mobile comput-
ers. He found that, by dynamically remapping the loca-
tion of newly written data using a log-based allocation
strategy and by deferring parity updates in an NV-RAM
cache, the rate of drive spin-ups can be reduced by a fac-
tor of 2 [33]. Although aforementioned solutions work
well for a single disk or mobile computers, they are not
suitable for the server storage system because the idle-
ness period in server loads is too short for disks to switch
to different power-state modes.
Recently, some researchers have been striving for seek-
ing novel power- and energy-efficient solutions for server
disk storage systems. Gurumurthi et al. advocated the
use of new disk architecture called multi-speed disk and
developed the corresponding power management policy
named DRPM to reduce energy consumption for server
workloads [6]. The multiple-speed disk is able to quickly
scale down its rotating speeds for energy conservation
during the period of light load, and quickly speed up to
service requests during the period of heavy load. Their
experiments proved such a multi-speed disk can sig-
nificantly slash power-consumption. Unfortunately the
multi-speed disk is not available on the market. Car-
rera et al. studied some hybrid approaches by combin-
ing laptop disks and server disks together to conserve
energy [4]. They conclude that only two-speed disk so-
lution can effectively save energy varying from 14% to
23%. Recently Zhu et al. developed several power-
aware storage cache management algorithms to indi-
rectly save energy [3]. Colarelli et al. [10] used “cache
disks” to cache active files/blocks, allowing other disks
to spin down. Pinheiro and Bianchini presented a Pop-
ular Data Concentration (PDC) scheme to save energy
for network servers. PDC aims to skew the load toward
a few of all the disks, so that others can be transitioned
to low-power modes by migrating frequently accessed
data to a subset of the disks [2]. Unfortunately the
above-mentioned techniques do not work at the RAID
system level and thus ignore the detail among various
disk array organizations. Huang et al. [34] propose a
file system named FS2 which can dynamically places
copies of data in file system’s free blocks according to
the disk access patterns. As a result, their approaches
could not best obtain the energy savings. eRAID is able
to directly optimize the disk access distribution for the
best energy-efficiency by redundancy-aware request dis-
patches with predictable performance impairment.
There is a large body of work on analytical models of
disk arrays [14, 15, 16, 17, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Menon and
Kasson [39] present response-timemodels of disk ar-
rays using RAID-5 layout, which include some simple
cache effects but disk drives are not directly modeled as
a part of these models. Uysal et al provide a modular,
analytical through put model with a disk model [40] de-
rived from Shriver et al. [41], as is the general idea of
decomposing a storage system into components which
transform the I/O stream passing through them. Re-
cently Varki et al. [18] provide integrated performance
models for RAID systems with considering both disks
and array cache, and verify their model on a real RAID
system. We extend their models for RAID-1 system
for performance predictions. Zhu et al. [9] use M/G/1
queueing model to estimate the average response time
for each disk. Their usage of queueing model is limited
to a single disk. In eRAID, the queueing models take
in account the controller cache and distinguish synchro-
nous load from asynchronous load.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Most of current server-side disk energy saving solutions
resort to the help of multi-speed disks. In this paper,
we propose an energy saving policy named eRAID de-
ploying request redirecting for conventional disk based
RAID-1 systems. We evaluate our policy by trace-driven
simulation. Eight traces are used in the evaluation. Ex-
perimental results show that eRAID can save up to 32%
energy without violating predefined performance con-
straints.
In the future, we would like to extend the idea of eRAID
to other RAID organizations (e.g. RAID-10) with the
incorporating of advanced controller features such as ac-
cess coalescing, load balancing and prefetching. More-
over, we would like to implement eRAID on a soft RAID
system for more comprehensive study and evaluation.
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